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Human neuroimaging studies indicate that the anterior midcingulate cortex (AMC) and the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) play
important roles in the expression and extinction of fear, respectively. Electrophysiological rodent studies further indicate that oscillatory
neuronal activity in homolog regions (i.e., prelimbic and infralimbic cortices) changes during fear expression and fear extinction recall.
Whether similar processes occur in humans remains largely unexplored. By assessing scalp surface EEG in conjunction with LORETA
source estimation of CS-related theta and gamma activity, we tested whether a priori defined ROIs in the human AMC and vmPFC
similarly modulate their oscillatory activity during fear expression and extinction recall, respectively. To this end, 42 healthy individuals
underwent a differential conditioning/differential extinction protocol with a Recall Test on the next day. In the Recall Test, nonextin-
guished versus extinguished stimuli evoked an increased differential (CS � vs CS �) response with regard to skin conductance and
AMC-localized theta power. Conversely, extinguished versus nonextinguished stimuli evoked an increased differential response with
regard to vmPFC-localized gamma power. Finally, individuals who failed to show a suppressed skin conductance response to the extin-
guished versus nonextinguished CS � also failed to show the otherwise observed alterations in vmPFC gamma power to extinguished
CS �. These results indicate that fear expression is associated with AMC theta activity, whereas successful fear extinction recall relates to
changes in vmPFC gamma activity. The present work thereby bridges findings from prior rodent electrophysiological research and
human neuroimaging studies and indicates that EEG is a valuable tool for future fear extinction research.
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Introduction
Investigating how human brains retrieve previously conditioned
and extinguished fear is critical for understanding anxiety (Myers
and Davis, 2007; Norberg et al., 2008). Human neuroimaging
studies suggest that the recall of conditioned and extinguished
fear involves the anterior midcingulate cortex (AMC) and the
ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC), respectively (Etkin et
al., 2011; Milad and Quirk, 2012). Specifically, the AMC shows
stronger activation to fear-conditioned versus nonconditioned
stimuli (Büchel et al., 1998; Knight et al., 2004; Phelps et al., 2004;
Milad et al., 2007a). Conversely, the vmPFC is more active when
previously extinguished versus nonextinguished fear stimuli are
presented after extinction (e.g. 24 h later) (Kalisch et al., 2006;
Milad et al., 2007b), consistent with a critical role of vmPFC in

fear extinction recall (Phelps et al., 2004; Quirk and Mueller,
2008).

In rodents, neurons in prelimbic cortex (a homolog region of
human AMC) (Milad and Quirk, 2012) respond to previously
fear-conditioned, nonextinguished stimuli with a sustained shift
from 2 Hz to �4 – 8 Hz (Burgos-Robles et al., 2009), whereas
neurons in the infralimbic cortex (a homolog region of vmPFC)
(Milad and Quirk, 2012) switch to even higher frequencies dur-
ing the presentation of previously extinguished fear stimuli (Mi-
lad and Quirk, 2002). Moreover, electrical stimulations of
prelimbic and infralimbic neurons increase and decrease condi-
tioned fear, respectively, suggesting that high-frequency activity
in medial frontal cortices plays a causal role in the expression and
suppression of fear (Milad and Quirk, 2002; Vidal-Gonzalez et
al., 2006).

Whether prefrontal cortex oscillations change during the re-
call of conditioned and extinguished fear in humans is currently
unknown. Notably, whereas the human AMC generates theta
oscillations (e.g., 4 – 8 Hz) (Mueller et al., 2011), a relevant fre-
quency range for fear expression in animals (Seidenbecher et al.,
2003; Adhikari et al., 2010; Lesting et al., 2011), the vmPFC has
been linked to the gamma rhythm (e.g., 36.5– 44 Hz) (Pizzagalli
et al., 2006; Mantini et al., 2007). Thus, we expect that retrieval of
conditioned fear will relate to AMC theta activity (Hypothesis 1),
whereas fear-extinction recall will relate to vmPFC gamma activ-
ity (Hypothesis 2). Although prior EEG studies on fear learning
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have focused on event-related potentials (Pizzagalli et al., 2003),
fear-enhanced sensory processes (Miskovic and Keil, 2012), and
single-session learning (Flor et al., 1996), none has probed oscil-
latory activity during retrieval of previously conditioned/extin-
guished fear.

Here, participants underwent a two-day differential fear con-
ditioning and extinction paradigm (see Fig. 1). During acquisi-
tion, two stimuli were fear conditioned (CS � E and CS � N) and
two were not (CS � E and CS � N). During subsequent extinc-
tion, CS � E and CS � E were extinguished (i.e., presented with-
out the US). To dissociate recall of conditioned and extinguished
fear, CS � N and CS � N were not extinguished. Finally, all four
CS were presented and EEG was recorded during a Recall Test on
the next day. Low Resolution Electromagnetic Tomography
(LORETA) (Pascual-Marqui et al., 1999) analysis was performed
on day 2 CS-related EEG to probe whether AMC theta and
vmPFC gamma during CS presentation differed as a function of
day 1 learning and extinction history.

Materials and Methods
Participants. A total of N � 42 subjects participated in the present study.
Data were initially collected in two cohorts (A and B) with slightly vary-
ing experimental procedures (see below). Cohorts A and B consisted of
N � 22 (mean age: 21.1 years, SD: 1.4 years, 11 males) and N � 20 (mean
age: 25.0 years, SD: 3.7 years; 9 males; all right-handed and white) psy-
chology students, respectively, who participated for partial fulfillment of
course credit. After confirming that the central effects of the present
study were not modulated by cohorts, both datasets were combined to
increase statistical power. The study was approved by the local ethics
committee of Marburg University Psychology Department.

Experimental paradigm. The two-day paradigm consisted of the four
stages: Habituation (day 1), Acquisition (day 1), Extinction (day 1), and
Extinction Recall (day 2). During Habituation, each CS was presented
alone 5 times for 4 s with a jittered interstimulus interval of 6 – 8 s. The
Acquisition consisted of three blocks in each of which every CS was
presented 20 times in random order. The CS � co-terminated with the US
in 50% of the trials. In the Extinction phase (day 1), only one CS � (“CS
� E”) and one CS � (“CS � E”) were presented 40 times and a novel face
(“Dummy Stimulus”) was presented 20 times to maintain some variabil-
ity in the presented stimuli. One CS � (“CS � N”), one CS � (“CS � N”),
and the US were never presented during the Extinction phase. Finally,
Recall Test (day 2) was identical to the Acquisition stage with the excep-
tion that the US was not presented (i.e., all CS were presented again). In
Cohort B, the Extinction phase differed such that CS � E, CS � E, and the
dummy stimulus were only presented 30, 30, and 15 times, respectively.
In addition, throughout all phases, participants of Cohort B had to re-
spond to randomly occurring arrows pointing to the left or right with an
associated button press. This secondary task was included to ensure that
participants attended to the screen throughout the experiment.

The CS stimuli consisted of four male faces with a neutral expression
(Ekman and Friesen, 1976). The faces were black and white and pre-
sented in front of a black background with a size of 8.5 � 11.5 cm (Cohort
A) and 17 � 22 cm (Cohort B). The specific assignment (i.e., CS � E, CS
� N, CS � E, CS � N; see below) of the CS was counterbalanced across
face stimuli. The US consisted of a loud 85 dB 1000 ms white noise burst
delivered over room speakers. If participants felt that the 85 dB burst was
too loud, the US intensity was adapted such that it was perceived as
“highly annoying but not painful.”

Affective ratings. Participants rated each CS with respect to its associ-
ated valence and arousal on a 5 point Likert scale. In the Acquisition and
Recall Test stage, all four CS were rated; in the Extinction stage, only CS
� E and CS � E were rated. Ratings were given after each block (Cohort
A) or after each stage (Cohorts A and B). To test for effective acquisition
on day 1, the ratings after the Acquisition phase were analyzed. Effective
extinction was probed by comparing CS � E versus CS � E ratings after
the Acquisition phase with CS � E versus CS � E ratings after the Ex-

tinction phase. Extinction and conditioning recall were assessed with
Block 1 ratings of the day 2 Recall Test.

Skin conductance. Skin conductance was measured with an extra chan-
nel of the BioSemi ActiveTwo EEG system (see below) using two elec-
trodes applied to the middle phalanges of the nondominant hand. Skin
conductance was manually screened for artifacts, and the peak response
in a window from 1 to 5 s relative to the CS onset was automatically
determined for each trial. Skin conductance responses were then normal-
ized by dividing by the subject’s maximum overall response across con-
ditions (Lykken and Venables, 1971) and averaged across trials by CS
type. For two participants, skin conductance recordings were unavailable
because of malfunctioning electrodes.

EEG recording and source localization. EEG was recorded during the
day 2 Recall Test using a 64-channel BioSemi ActiveTwo EEG system
with Driving Right Leg and Common Mode Sense as reference electrodes
(for Cohort A, EEG was also recorded on day 1). EEG was rereferenced to
the average reference, filtered using a 0.5 Hz low-pass filter, eye-blink
corrected using Independent Component Analysis with manual rejec-
tion of clear eye-blink related components, manually screened for arti-
facts, and segmented into epochs ranging from 0 to 2 s relative to CS
onset (Milad and Quirk, 2002). Using the LORETA software, these ep-
ochs were then subjected to standard spectral analyses via Discrete Fou-
rier Transform using a boxcar windowing (Brillinger, 1981), yielding
cross spectra with a resolution of 0.5 Hz.

Next, for each frequency bin within the theta (4 – 8 Hz) (Mueller et al.,
2011) and gamma (36.5– 44 Hz) (Pizzagalli et al., 2006) range, intracere-
bral current density was computed using the LORETA algorithm across
2394 voxels constrained to cortical gray matter and hippocampi
(Pascual-Marqui et al., 1994, 1999). LORETA finds a unique inverse
solution for the cortical sources of the current pattern at the scalp level by
assuming that neighboring neurons are activated synchronously and
therefore produce smooth spatial distributions of intracerebral electrical
activity. Although the validity of this distributed source localization tech-
nique has been supported from studies combining LORETA with fMRI
(Vitacco et al., 2002; Mulert et al., 2004), PET (Pizzagalli et al., 2004), and
intracranial recordings (Zumsteg et al., 2005), it is important to acknowl-
edge the limitations of this method, including its limited spatial resolu-
tion. Next, using custom-made MATLAB (MathWorks) scripts, the
estimated single-trial current density at each voxel was normalized such
that the total activation across all voxels amounted to 1 for both EEG
bands and averaged across all trials of one CS type to achieve CS-
associated brain activation maps.

AMC and vmPFC ROIs were identified as the peak activation reported
by Phelps et al. (2004) for the CS � versus CS � contrast on day 2 fear
expression (AMC Talairach coordinates: 0, 19, 30) and the peak activa-
tion in vmPFC reported by Milad et al. (2007b) for the CS � E versus CS
� N contrast (vmPFC Talairach coordinates: 2, 35, �8). For statistical
analyses, current density for AMC and vmPFC was extracted from the
nearest corresponding voxels in LORETA space (AMC Talairach coordi-
nates: �3, 17, 29; LORETA voxel #1645; vmPFC Talairach coordinates:
4, 38, �6; LORETA voxel #778). For display purposes, activation values
in the ROIs were scaled by the factor 1,000,000.

In addition to analyses at the source level, scalp EEG spectral power
was also assessed by FFT of the first and the second hamming-windowed
1000 ms relative to CS onset. These separate 1-s epochs allowed us to
further explore whether CS-related oscillatory activity changed through-
out the 2-s analysis window. The same theta and gamma ranges as in the
source analyses were considered for the scalp data. In addition, at a
reviewer’s request, the frequency ranges from 30 to 43 Hz and from 65 to
80 Hz were explored. As shown in Figure 2, CS-related � and � activity
(collapsed across conditions) was maximal at frontal midline channel Fz
and right frontopolar channel AF8, respectively. Scalp � was therefore mea-
sured at channel Fz and neighboring channels FCz and AFz, whereas gamma
was measured at AF8 and neighboring channels Fp2 and F8.

Statistical analysis. The central hypotheses were all tested using
repeated-measures ANOVAs with contingency (CS � vs CS �) and ex-
tinction (E vs N) as repeated measure factors; the Greenhouse–Geisser
correction was used where applicable. To confirm day 1 extinction of the
differential response to CS � E vs CS � E, a repeated-measures ANOVA
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with contingency (CS � E vs CS � E) and stage (before vs after extinc-
tion) was conducted on the affective ratings. Tests on brain activity fo-
cused on LORETA-estimated current density in two a priori defined
ROIs, and the �-level was set to 0.05. For tests on whole-brain LORETA
activation, tetrad extinction recall (ER) scores were computed for each
voxel (ER � [CS � N � CS � N] � [CS � E � CS � E]). If this score
deviates from 0, the differential fear responses (i.e., CS � vs CS �) are
different for stimuli that had or had not been extinguished 24 h before.
However, more positive ER values may result from both increased activ-
ity to CS � N versus CS � N and/or reduced activity to CS � E versus
CS � E. Because the main purpose of the whole-brain LORETA analyses
was to show that the reported effects were specific to the predefined ROIs,
the threshold was set to p � 0.05 without correcting for multiple com-
parisons. Finally, in addition to extinction and contingency, ANOVAs on
scalp EEG spectral power also included the factors electrode and time
window (0 –1000 vs 1000 –2000 ms).

Results
Affective ratings
As shown in Figure 1C, D, ratings collected directly after acquisi-
tion demonstrated successful conditioning, with the CS� rated as

more arousing (main effect contingency: F(1,41) � 24.64, p �
0.0001) and unpleasant (F(1,41) � 9.16, p � 0.005) than the CS�.
There was no main effect or interaction involving extinction,
confirming that CS � E and CS � N were associated with equal
levels of arousal (CS � E: 2.98 � 1.26; CS � N: 2.93 � 1.23) and
negative versus positive valence (CS � E: 2.24 � 0.93; CS � N:
2.14 � 1.09) before extinction (p 	 0.5). After the Extinction
stage, the extinguished CS � E (compared with the CS � E) was
rated as relatively less arousing and negatively valenced than be-
fore the Extinction stage, thereby confirming effective day 1 ex-
tinction (contingency � time interaction, arousal: F(1,41) �
10.03, p � 0.005; valence: F(1,41) � 15.71, p � 0.0005).

Most importantly, the day 2 Recall Test arousal ratings re-
vealed that day 1 conditioning and extinction were successfully
recalled (contingency � extinction interaction: F(1,21) � 6.72,
p � 0.018). As expected, ratings were significantly higher for CS
� N (2.45 � 0.22) versus CS � N (1.72 � 0.16; t(21) � 3.17, p �
0.005), which is consistent with successful recall of conditioned,
nonextinguished fear. Conversely, arousal ratings were not sig-
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Figure 1. Paradigm used in the present study. A, Timeline for a single trial. The CS was presented for 4 s followed by a 6 – 8 s intertrial interval. The time window for EEG analyses (black
horizontal line) and US presentation (gray horizontal line) is also indicated. B, Timeline of the four task phases for day 1 and 2, and summary of the number and type of stimuli presented
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fear recall (i.e., CS � N � CS � N; p � 0.005). The gray vertical arrow indicates the amount of fear extinction recall (i.e., conditioned fear recall of nonextinguished as opposed to
extinguished CS pairs; p � 0.02). *p � 0.05.
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nificantly different between CS � E (2.18 � 0.20) and CS � E
(1.8 � 0.19; t(21) � 1.89, p � 0.07), consistent with successful
recall of extinguished fear. Main effects of contingency further
indicate that CS� were generally perceived as more arousing
(F(1,21) � 7.45, p � 0.02) and unpleasant (F(1,21) � 6.25, p � 0.02)
than CS�.

Physiological assessment of fear conditioning recall and
extinction recall
Like the arousal ratings, day 2 SCR amplitudes confirmed suc-
cessful recall of both fear conditioning and extinction (contin-
gency � extinction interaction: (F(1,39) � 8.66, p � 0.006).
Specifically, CS � N (0.051 � 0.006) produced significantly
larger SCRs than the CS � N (0.038 � 0.005; t(38) � 3.11, p �
0.005), consistent with successful fear conditioning consolida-
tion and recall. Critically, the CS � E (0.047 � 0.007) did not
show a larger SCR compared with the CS � E (0.050 � 0.006; p 	
0.6; Fig. 3A), indicating effective fear extinction recall.

Prefrontal oscillations during fear conditioning recall and
extinction recall
Theta. AMC-localized theta power during the day 2 Recall Test
was modulated by a significant contingency � extinction inter-
action (F(1,41) � 8.87; p � 0.005; Fig. 3B). Providing important
evidence for Hypothesis 1 (involvement of AMC theta in fear
expression), AMC theta was significantly larger for CS � N
(22.7� 0.95) relative to CS � N (22.3 � 0.93; t(41) � 2.50, p �
0.02), although there were no significant differences between CS
� E (22.4 � 0.96) and CS � E (22.6 � 0.95; t(41) � 1.00, p 	 0.3).
Highlighting the specificity of these findings, there were no
significant main effects or interactions for the vmPFC ROI in
the theta frequency band ( p 	 0.1).

Converging with the findings at the AMC, analyses of frontal
midline scalp channel EEG also revealed a significant contin-
gency � extinction interaction (F(1,41) � 5.22; p � 0.03). Corrob-
orating our choice of investigating 2-s epochs for the LORETA
analyses, the contingency � extinction interaction in the scalp
analyses was not further modulated by time window (i.e.,
whether theta was recorded from 0 to 1000 ms or 1000 to 2000 ms
relative to CS onset: time window � contingency � extinction:
p 	 0.4, partial eta squared: 0.01). As for AMC-localized theta,
CS � N minus CS � N was larger than CS � E minus CS � E.

Additional exploratory analyses were performed with the
scalp channel EEG: First, analysis of scalp channel theta power
from 2000 to 3000 ms after CS onset during the Recall Test re-
vealed that the observed effect did not extend beyond the 2000 ms
analysis window contingency � extinction interaction (p 	 0.5).
Second, we analyzed EEG data collected during acquisition (only
available for Cohort A) and confirmed the absence of a significant
contingency � extinction interaction before the Recall Test
(F(1,20) � 0.11, p 	 0.7, partial eta squared � 0.005). Moreover, to
test whether increased theta to nonextinguished CS� versus CS�

is specific for retrieval of conditioned fear (Hypothesis 1) and not
related to general fear expression, we also compared CS� and
CS� during the Acquisition and Extinction phase. Consistent
with Hypothesis 1, none of these analyses revealed significant
differences between CS� and CS� (p 	 0.07).

Gamma. In line with Hypothesis 2 (involvement of vmPFC �
in fear extinction recall), a contingency � extinction ANOVA on
vmPFC-localized gamma current density also revealed a signifi-
cant two-way interaction (F(1,41) � 5.45, p � 0.025; Fig. 3). Un-
like AMC theta, post hoc tests revealed that vmPFC gamma did
not differ between CS � N (25.5 � 1.5) and CS � N (25.3 � 1.5;
t(41) � 0.86, p 	 0.3) but rather was reduced during CS � E
(25.3 � 1.1) versus CS � E presentation (25.8 � 1.6; t(41) � 2.45,
p � 0.02), which is consistent with the hypothesized role of
vmPFC in extinction recall rather than fear expression. There
were no significant main effects or interactions for the AMC ROI
in the gamma frequency band (p 	 0.3).

Gamma power at the scalp level was not significantly modu-
lated by contingency or extinction. Exploratory analyses for dif-
ferent time windows (i.e., 2–3 s after stimulus presentation) or
gamma ranges (i.e., 30 – 43 Hz; 65– 80 Hz) did not yield signifi-
cant main effects or interactions (p 	 0.3).

Regional specificity of the ROI findings
To confirm that the reported effects of theta and gamma activity
were specific to AMC and vmPFC, respectively, we also tested for
ER effects at the whole-brain level. For each voxel, frequency
band, and participant, an ER score was computed and tested for
significance across participants using an uncorrected p value of
0.05 (see Experimental procedures). Despite the liberal criterion,
significant ER scores were largely restricted to the AMC in the
theta band (Fig. 3D) and vmPFC in the gamma band (Fig. 3E),
thereby supporting the regional specificity of the ROI findings
(Fig. 3). Additional regions with significant voxels are provided in
Table 1. Of note, gamma ER scores significantly differed from 0
within the left hippocampus, a region previously implicated in
fear extinction recall (Kalisch et al., 2006; Milad et al., 2007b).

Relationships between electrodermal and electrocortical
correlates of fear extinction
Although the differential SCR response was reliably extinguished
at the group level, it should be noted that only n � 23 participants
(58%) showed a reduced SCR when directly comparing CS � E vs
CS � N responses, whereas this was not the case for a consider-
able number of participants (n � 17; 42%). This converges with
prior reports of substantial between-subject variation in success-
ful fear extinction recall and has potential relevance for the treat-
ment of anxiety (Milad et al., 2009).

To further test whether fear extinction success was related to
vmPFC activity (Milad et al., 2007b), we compared the 23 partic-
ipants with successful SCR extinction with the 17 participants
with failed SCR extinction. As shown in Figure 4, the successful
SCR extinction group showed a very robust contingency � ex-

Figure 2. Power spectrum for EEG from 0 to 2000 ms after CS onset (collapsed across differ-
ent CS types) at sensor Fz and AF8, where theta (4 – 8 Hz, left gray-shaded area) and gamma
(36.5– 44 Hz, right gray-shaded area) power was maximal, respectively. The scalp topography
of CS-related theta (left) and gamma (right) power is also shown.
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tinction interaction on vmPFC gamma current density (F(1,22) �
11.78, p � 0.003, partial eta square � 0.35), whereas this interac-
tion was absent in the failed SCR extinction group (F(1,16) � 0.40,
p 	 0.5, partial eta square � 0.02; group � contingency � ex-
tinction interaction: F(1,38) � 3.82, p � 0.06).

Discussion
The overarching goal of this study was to elucidate neurophysio-
logical mechanisms associated with the recall of conditioned and
extinguished fear in humans using noninvasive EEG. Inspired by
prior fMRI and rodent studies, we hypothesized that changes in
AMC and vmPFC oscillatory activity would be associated with
recall of conditioned and extinguished fear, respectively. We
tested our hypotheses by using a two-day differential condition-
ing and differential extinction paradigm in conjunction with EEG
and source localization. Consistent with our first hypothesis, we

Table 1. Regions with significant extinction retention scores for � and � LORETA
estimated current density

Region

Talairach
coordinates

Cluster
extent
(voxels
p � 0.05)

t
(df � 41)X Y Z

Theta (4 – 8 Hz)
Anterior midcingulate cortex �3 10 29 138 3.72****
Precuneus �24 �67 36 50 �3.28***
Superior temporal gyrus �52 �32 8 68 �3.22***
Inferior parietal lobule �52 �53 43 10 �2.61*

Gamma (36.5– 44 Hz)
vmPFC (BA32) �3 38 1 13 2.39*
Left hippocampus �38 �25 �13 30 �2.79**
Left inferior frontal gyrus (BA10) �45 45 1 8 �2.39*

*p � 0.05; **p � 0.01; ***p � 0.005; ****p � 0.001.
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log-transformed gamma current density in the vmPFC ROI (C) to stimuli that were either presented during extinction 24 h before (gray) or not (white). *Differential responses (CS � � CS �) are
significantly different from 0 (placed above/below bars) or significantly differ between extinguished and nonextinguished stimuli (placed between bars, p � 0.05). B, Bar graph represents that the
significant contingency � extinction interaction at AMC is driven by significant CS � versus CS � differences for nonextinguished stimuli, which is consistent with a role of AMC in the retrieval of
conditioned fear and/or fear expression. C, In contrast, bar graph represents that the contingency � extinction interaction at vmPFC is driven by significant CS � versus CS � differences for
extinguished stimuli, which is consistent with a role of vmPFC in fear extinction recall. D, Sagittal slice of LORETA standard brain at Talairach coordinate X � �3. All voxels where differential CS �

vs CS � theta (4 – 8 Hz) current density on day 2 is significantly affected depending on day 1 extinction (i.e., ER score significantly 	0) are indicated in red ( p � 0.05, uncorrected). Green circle
represents the AMC ROI used for the current ROI analyses, which was based on the comparison by Phelps et al. (2004) of CS � and CS � (peak voxel in Phelps et al., 2004). Regions of AMC peak
differences between nonextinguished CS � and CS � for other previous fMRI studies are also indicated in blue (Milad et al., 2007a), yellow (Knight et al., 2004), and purple (Büchel et al., 1998). Small
subplots of sagittal slices at coordinate X ��3 indicate significant ER scores thresholded at p � 0.005 (top) and p � 0.0006 (bottom; p � 0.0006 is the smallest threshold that yields a significant
voxel). E, Sagittal slice of LORETA standard brain at Talairach coordinate X � 4. Red represents voxels where differential CS � versus CS � gamma (36.5– 44 Hz) activity on day 2 is significantly
affected depending on day 1 fear extinction (i.e., ER score significantly 	0, p � 0.05, uncorrected). Green circle represents vmPFC ROI used for the current ROI analyses, which was based on the peak
voxel in the comparison by Milad et al. (2007a) of CS � E and CS � N. Regions of vmPFC peak activation of extinction-related CS � as reported in fMRI studies are also indicated in blue (Phelps et
al., 2004) and yellow (Kalisch et al., 2006).
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found that stimuli that had been fear conditioned and not extin-
guished on the previous day (i.e., CS � N) evoked significantly
more AMC-theta activity than not fear conditioned stimuli (i.e.,
CS � N) in the day 2 Recall Test. Moreover, confirming our
second hypothesis, fear stimuli that had been extinguished on the
previous day (i.e., CS � E) elicited lower vmPFC gamma activity
relative to nonfear stimuli that had been presented during extinc-
tion (i.e., CS � E). Thus, the present study shows, for the first
time, that the retrieval of long-term conditioned and extin-
guished fear in humans is associated with changes in prefrontal
cortex theta and gamma oscillatory activity.

Findings emerging in the context of the first hypothesis sug-
gest that fear-evoking stimuli lead to increased theta activity in
the AMC and thus converge with the following: (1) EEG studies
showing that frontomedial theta is predominantly generated in
the AMC (Asada et al., 1999; Ishii et al., 1999); (2) fMRI studies
showing a predominant role of AMC in fear expression (for re-
view, see: Vogt, 2005; Etkin et al., 2011; Milad and Quirk, 2012);
and (3) animal studies indicating that (medial prefrontal) theta
activity is highly relevant for fear expression (Seidenbecher et al.,
2003; Pape et al., 2005; Burgos-Robles et al., 2009; Lesting et al.,
2011; Narayanan et al., 2011). Together, these findings suggest
that AMC theta may play an important role in human fear ex-
pression. This interpretation is further supported by the absence
of AMC theta differences for extinguished CS� versus CS�, mir-
roring the attenuation of prelimbic theta enhancements after suc-
cessful fear extinction in rats (Burgos-Robles et al., 2009).

The AMC receives afferents from the amygdala (Vogt and
Pandya, 1987; Vogt, 2005), and theta oscillations may serve to
retrieve episodic memories and communicate between brain re-
gions (Klimesch, 1996), including medial prefrontal cortex and
amygdala during fear processing (Lesting et al., 2011). As the
rodent prelimbic cortex is important for sustaining an increased
level of fear during ongoing threat presentation, which only
evokes a transient amygdala response directly after stimulus on-
set (Burgos-Robles et al., 2009), the observed AMC theta re-
sponse might reflect an extended state of anxious apprehension
during the retrieval of threat-related memories. The human
AMC is involved in a number of relevant processes (Shackman et
al., 2011), including central control of the autonomic nervous
systems (Critchley et al., 2003; Panitz et al., 2013) and may
thereby regulate physiological fear responses. Consistent with

this interpretation, SCR findings closely mirrored the pattern of
AMC theta: Both were increased in response to CS � N versus
CS � N but not to CS � E versus CS � E. More generally, evoked
frontomedial theta has been related to the processing of events
that are worse than expected (Mueller et al., 2011; Cavanagh et al.,
2012) and dispositional anxiety (Mueller et al., 2013). Together,
CS � N-evoked AMC theta enhancements may indicate a num-
ber of mechanisms, including the retrieval of fear memories, reg-
ulation of physiological fear responses, or a general processing of
any unpleasant events requiring adaptive control (Shackman et
al., 2011). The functional relevance of the relationship between
AMC theta and fear-related processing should be further inves-
tigated in future studies.

In contrast to AMC theta, vmPFC gamma was not affected by
the presentation of nonextinguished CS� versus CS�, which is
consistent with studies indicating that the vmPFC in humans and
the infralimbic cortex in rodents are not responsive to fear stimuli
per se (Etkin et al., 2011; Milad and Quirk, 2012). Instead,
vmPFC gamma activity differed between extinguished CS� and
CS�, which supports the following hypotheses: (1) a particular
safety signal becomes associated with the CS� during extinction
(Myers and Davis, 2007); (2) the retention and recall of this safety
signal involve the vmPFC or infralimbic cortex (Milad and
Quirk, 2012); and (3) the retention and recall of this safety signal
involve fast oscillatory processes in the vmPFC/infralimbic cor-
tex (Milad and Quirk, 2002). Gamma activity can only be mea-
sured on the scalp surface EEG when large numbers of neurons
show coordinated activities (Jensen et al., 2007). Therefore, the
current findings may reflect that larger cell assemblies change
their gamma-range oscillation patterns during fear extinction re-
call, perhaps because more specific neuron populations in the
vmPFC increase their firing rates in response to the CS � E (Mi-
lad and Quirk, 2002; Santini et al., 2008).

During extinction recall, the vmPFC presumably receives in-
puts from the hippocampus (Kalisch et al., 2006; Milad et al.,
2007b). Notably, gamma ER scores at the whole-brain level were
not only significant for the vmPFC but also for the hippocampus,
indicating that both regions may be relevant for fear extinction
recall. Both regions project to the amygdala (Milad et al., 2007b;
Beckmann et al., 2009; Orsini et al., 2011) and may reduce
amygdala-driven fear expression by activating inhibitory regions
of the amygdala during extinction recall (McDonald, 1998;
Orsini et al., 2011; Milad and Quirk, 2012). Moreover, the hip-
pocampus may confer vmPFC-dependent fear extinction recall
by coding for contextual information (Delamater, 2004; Kalisch
et al., 2006) or directly gate fear expression after extinction by
inhibiting fear signaling in AMC or rodent prelimbic cortex
(Sotres-Bayon et al., 2012). Together, prior rodent and fMRI
studies are thus consistent with the current finding of hippocam-
pal gamma alterations during fear extinction recall, which, how-
ever, should be replicated in future EEG studies on hippocampal
fear extinction recall mechanisms.

Further consistent with a role of vmPFC in fear reduction,
participants who showed lower SCR responses to extinguished
versus nonextinguished CS� were characterized by altered
vmPFC gamma activity to the extinguished CSs, whereas this
effect was absent in participants who failed to show reduced SCR
to the CS � E versus CS � N. This finding converges with human
(Milad et al., 2007b) and animal (Milad and Quirk, 2002; Burgos-
Robles et al., 2007; Santini et al., 2008) studies suggesting that
difficulties in successful fear extinction recall may be related to
blunted vmPFC/infralimbic cortex recruitment. By further prob-
ing vmPFC EEG or fMRI activity in anxiety disorders (Milad et
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al., 2009), these findings might ultimately be related to modera-
tors of long-term exposure therapy outcome.

The present study has some limitations. First, more trials than
in most fear conditioning/extinction studies were used to achieve
sufficient signal-to-noise ratio for EEG (but see Flor et al., 1996;
Wessa and Flor, 2007). This may have facilitated habituation to
the US and CS throughout the Acquisition, Extinction, and Re-
call phases. Moreover, because the US was no longer presented
during the Recall phase, further within-session extinction pre-
sumably occurred on day 2. However, ongoing habituation and
extinction would have reduced conditioning- and/or extinction-
related stimulus differences. Because the hypothesized contin-
gency � extinction interactions were nevertheless significant, the
reported effects seem particularly strong. As a further limitation,
amygdala activity cannot be probed using EEG and was therefore
not investigated in the present study. In addition, because of the
limited spatial resolution of EEG and LORETA, the current den-
sity extracted from the AMC and vmPFC ROIs was likely influ-
enced by activity from neighboring regions. To more precisely
localize the sources of the current AMC theta and vmPFC gamma
effects and to test how they relate to amygdala activity, future
studies that combine the present approach with fMRI will be
needed. Finally, the signal of frontal gamma is relatively weak and
can be affected by ocular activity to complex visual stimuli or
muscular activity to noise bursts. Because the US was never pre-
sented during the Recall Test and because visual stimuli were
counterbalanced across conditions, it is unlikely that such arti-
facts influenced the present findings. However, effects for gamma
activity were weaker than for theta activity and did not emerge at
frontopolar electrodes but only in the LORETA analyses. Al-
though the precise localization of the gamma effect to the vmPFC
supports its validity, future replications of the present effects in
the gamma range are warranted.

Despite these limitations, the present study provides novel
evidence that electrophysiological correlates of human fear con-
ditioning and extinction recall can be probed noninvasively using
EEG. More importantly, the present EEG findings clarify that
human recall of conditioned and extinguished fear 24 h after a
fear conditioning and extinction procedure involves the AMC
and vmPFC, respectively, which contribute to integrate prior an-
imal and fMRI studies. The present results further indicate that
AMC-associated fear conditioning recall relates to theta oscilla-
tions, whereas vmPFC-associated extinction recall is linked to
gamma activity. Future fear extinction studies may further ex-
ploit the advantages of EEG, which include the following: (1) high
temporal resolution, which allows to adequately capture fear-
related oscillatory processes and cross-region interactions; (2)
economic data collection of large samples required for molecular
genetic research of anxiety risk factors; and (3) data collection in
real life environments, including fear exposure therapy.
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